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Abstract 
Yorùbá linguistics do not agree on the morphemic status of Oní or Oni in 

word formation process such as {oní-} + Noun or {o-} + ni + Noun, see 

Awóbùlúyì (2008), Owólabí (1995) and Táíwò (2011).  This study tries to 

understudy the occurrence of {oń}as against {oní-} in the same derivative 

process in Ifẹ̀ dialect as reflected in Oní + ile  Ońle (Ifẹ̀ dialect) and Oní 

+ ilé  Onílé (Standard Yorùbá).  We adopted descriptive analysis to 

explain how homorganized nasal i lost some part of its distinctive 

phonetic features such as: vowel, high, and front.  The retaining 

distinctive phonetic features: syllabic and nasal are graphically 

represented as in: tone stands for syllabicity and n appears for nasality.  

It was explained that the {oń-}in Ifẹ̀ predated the {oní-} as a prefix in 

Standard Yorùbá.  That is, the Standard Yorùbá has developed to add i to 

align with the basic phonotactic rule of the language in the phonetic or 

surface level.  However, the inclusion of i has caused unresolved literary 

arguments among the scholars who are claiming the divisibility of {oní-} 

to   {o-} + ní (lexical verb) in the morphological and syntactical 

constructions.  The pZaper has attempted to prove in (hormoganized or 

basic nasal) as the underlying form of ń.  It is our belief that this 

submission will trigger more research works on the issue of consonant 

syllabicity in Yorùbá language. 
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{Oń} Prefixation in Ife Dialect of Yoruba 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Ifẹ̀ dialect, is one of the dialects in the Central Yorùbá in the Yorùbá dialectal 

groupings in the literature. Adétúgbò,̣ (1982); Oyèláràn (1978); Akínkúgbè 

(1978) Adéníyì (2005); and Awóbùlúyì (1998). It is the native language of Ifẹ̀ 

people in Ifẹ̀ South East and Ifẹ̀ Central Local Governments in Osun East 

Senatorial Area, Osun State.  The dialect becomes much more relevant to 

research works in the current works of Adéwọlé 2011, 2014, 2018, and 

Adékúnlé 2005, 2018, 2019 and 2020.  However, the first Ph.D. work on Ifẹ̀ 

dialect to date is Adékúnlé (2018).  The issue of “Oń” prefixation was 

discussed briefly in Adékúnlé (2018) because the topic is not so much 

inclusive in the main topic of the Ph.D. title.  This study therefore intends 

to expand upon the topic in the hope of highlighting its contribution to clear 

some ambiguities on the basis of consonant syllabicity in the grammar of 

Yorùbá language. 

 

One of the prominent established proposition on the basic form of the 

syllabic consonant in the Yorùbá literature is Consonant and Vowel (CV) 

sequence. The protagonists of this theory, most especially Oyèláràn (1987) 

and Awóbùlúyì (1998) posit that CV syllabic formation serves as the basic 

form of the syllabic consonant in the orthography of Yoruba Language. The 

major difference between the two scholars position is that Oyèláràn (1987) 

admits that ‘C’ which stands for consonant, can be any consonant, while 

Awóbùlúyì (1998) admits that ‘C’ should be a nasal consonant (m/n).  He 

cites examples from Ifẹ̀ and Ijẹ̣̀ṣà dialects where such sentence as Olú mi bò  

serves as variant of Olú ń bò  in the Standard Yoruba (S.Y). 
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Currently, Adékúnlé (2018) agrees with the CV sequence theorizational 

position. He explained that CV sequence proposition as the basic form of 

consonant syllabicity in Yoruba Language has phonological basis as 

claimed by the previous studies in the literature. However, Adékúnlé (2018) 

specifies that the V which stands for Vowel is either un or in. Adékúnlé 

(ibid) (2019) hints that the omission or deletion of some phonetic 

characteristic features of un or in such as Vowel and Tongue height features 

in the phonetic production of un or in, grammaticalise into the consonant 

syllabicity in Yoruba Language. 

 

Base on Oyèláràn (1987) and Awóbùlúyì (1998) position, the following 

examples attest to ‘CV’ sequence theorization: 

 

1. Basic formation     Output  

   (i) Yíye    ńyẹ  (befitting) 

   (ii) Títọ    ń tọ  (right up) 

   (iii) Dìde    ń de  (stand up) 

   (iv) Ọroyibó   òrońbó (orange) 

   (v) Ìnhìnkan   nnkan  (something) 

   (vi) Bamiji    Bánjí  (proper name) 

   (vii) Kì ní wá   kì ń wá (he/she would not come) 

   (viii) Ofifa    òṇ̀fá  (esophagus) 

   (ix) Ògbìgbe   òṇ̀gbẹ̣̀  (dryness) 

   (x) Mi ò lọ   N ṇ̀ lọ  (I did not go) 

 

These are just few examples, there are many more examples in both lexical 

and post-lexical structures. 

 

However, Ifẹ̀ dialect has a distinctive characterization on the occurrence of 

syllabic consonant in post lexical configuration that attests to the “CV’ 

sequence hypothesis on consonant syllabicity. 
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Also, we wish to inform that we are conversant of the differs position of 

Yorùbá linguists on the mono-morphemic or dimorphemic position as in 

{oní-} + Noun or (o-) + ni + Noun as would be reflected in examples 2a&b.  

This paper does not meant to argue in support or against any of such 

positions.  The following examples in a and b occur in both Ifẹ̀ dialect and 

the Standard Yorùbá while examples in ‘c’ are drawing from Ifẹ dialect. 

 

2.  a. S.Y and Ifẹ̀ Dialect 

  { o - } + ní Noun 
(i) {o -} +  ní owó  olówó/ológho  (Ife) 

(ii) {o -} + ní asọ   alásọ  (owner of cloth) 

(iii) {o -} + ní egbé   ẹlég̣bé ̣ (owner of group) 

 (iv)      {o -} + ní adé   aládé  (owner of crown /king) 

 (v) {o -} + ní ẹsẹ̀  ẹlẹ́sẹ̀  (owner of sinner) 

 (vi) {o -} + ní epo  elépo  (owner of oil/fuel) 

 

     b. S.Y and Ifẹ̀ Dialect 
{oní- } + Noun 

 (i) {oní -} + oghó/owó  ológhó (Ife)/olówó    (owner of money) 

 (ii) {oní -} + asọ   alaṣọ  (owner of cloth) 

 (iii) {oní -} + ẹgbẹ́   ẹlégbé  (owner of group) 

 (iv) {oni -} + ádé               aládé  (owner of crown/king) 

 (v) {oní -} + ẹ̀sè ̣   ẹlẹ́sè       (owner of sin (sinner) 

 (vi) {oní -} + epo   élépó  (owner of oil/fuel) 

 

c. Ifẹ̀ Dialect 
 {o-} + ní + Noun (with vowel ‘i’ initial) 

 (i) {o -} + ní + ìlé   ońlé  (landlord) 

 (ii) {o -} + ní + ilè ̣  ońlè ̣  (landlord / owner of the land) 

 (iii) {o -} + ní + igi  ońgi  (seller of tree) 

 (iv) {o -} + ní + isẹ́ ̣  ońsẹ́ ̣  (owner of work) 

 (v) {o -} + ní + ìlù  ońlù  (drummer) 
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Guided by the latest examples, the following linguistic inferences could be 

deduced as follows: 

 

{i} When the initial vowel of Noun is not i, such a vowel will be deleted 

in the configuration as occur in examples 2a & b. 

 

{ii} When the initial vowel of Noun is i, such configurational processes 

will produce a grammaticalised syllabic consonant ń in Ifẹ̀ as 

occurring in 2. 

  

The second inference (ii) seems plansible to the ‘CV’ hypothesized variety 

of Awóbùlúyì’s school of thought. It can be claimed that when the initial 

vowel i of Noun is deleted, then ni, grammaticalised into syllabic 

consonant. The prominent claim by the adherents of Awóbùlúyì’s 

hypothesis is that when vowel i deletes from ni, the tone of ì will dock or 

shift leftward on n.  Therefore, the basic pure consonant ‘n’ will 

automatically metamorphosis into syllabic consonant as shown in 

examples 2c. 

 

Our research findings, most especially Adékúnlé (2018), disagree with such 

linguistic explanations for many reasons. One of our reasons in Adékúnlé 

(2018) is that shifting of stranded tone on neighbouring consonant cannot 

change the phonetic status of a consonant to vowel. Meanwhile, nasal 

consonants m or n do not possess the highest sonority feature in the 

phonetic sonority scale (Napoli, 1996 : 130). 

 

Premise on examples 2c further, it shows that Ifẹ does not support the 

divisibility claim as in: {o-} + ní bi- affixal morphemes as shown in our 

examples in 2c.  The examples in 2c will therefore be rewritten as: 
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3a. {oní-} + Noun (with vowel ‘ì’ initial) 

   (i) {oní-} + Ílé   ońlé 

   (ii) {oní-} + Ílẹ́  ońlẹ́ 

   (iii) {oní-} + Igi  ońgi 

   (iv) {oní-} + iṣẹ́  onṣẹ́ 

   (v) {oní-} + ilù  ońlù 

as in: 

   

b. 

   (i) Ońlé fẹ́ ẹ̀ dé (the landlord will soon come) 

   (ii) Ońlẹ̀ rẹ ti gba ìdajì oghó (the owner of his land have collected half of 

the money in advance) 

   (iii) Ońgi ìdáná ti gba oghó (the firewood seller have collected her 

money) 

   (iv) Ońsẹ́ ti gbé e ko olòmírìn (the owner of the job have contracted it to 

another person) 

   (v) Ońlùú ù fẹ kí ó tú (the indigenes would not want their town to be 

destroyed)  

 

In this study therefore, we shall try to present our position on {oń} 

prefixation as occurring in {oní-} + Noun (with vowel i initial) in Ifẹ̀ affixal 

morphology.  However, before we present our analysis, we wish to discuss 

about the theoretical grammar that we intend to use in this paper. 

 

2.0 Theoretical Basis 

Our analysis in this paper is basically autosegmental theory, Pulleyblank 

(1983) informs that the major contribution of autosegmental theory in 

phonological analysis is that the theory creates two different distinctive 

phonological tiers for tones and segments. Each tier has linguistic 

independence, but there is symbiotic relation in their interaction through 

association line. Association line serves as conjunction that joins tone to a 

tone carrying segment (vowel). Oyèbádé (1992, 2005) stress that 
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autosegmental theory considers the important of distinctive phonetic 

features much more imperative than the earlier phonological theories 

existed before the advent of autosegmental theory.   

 

Oyèbádé (1992) hints that each distinctive phonetic feature has structural 

stability. That is, a distinctive feature can be deleted while others stay. In 

that wise, when some distinctive phonetic features are deleted, the basic 

orthographic symbol may tend to change to another orthographic phone.  

Eventually, this usually led to allophonic phenomenon claiming by many 

scholars as occurring between [n] which usually changes to [Ɩ] in ‘oni-‘ 

prefixation; in the course of interaction with noun that has vowels – ‘o, e, ẹ, 

a, ọ initial’ as shown ‘retrospectively in examples 2b. 

 

Also, tone associates to a segment can be deleted while the segment remains 

to carry another tone that is hanging. Hence, there is no one segment to one 

tone correspondence between segment and tone. ‘Feature stability’ as a 

phonological term, allows the deletion of a segment while some features are 

impervious and remain. Feature stability also allows the deletion of a vowel 

that carries a tone while the tone remains. The tone is not permanently or 

obligatorily attached to a segment. However, the restrictional rule to such 

advantage is that tone independence does not permit it to be shifted on 

basic toneless phoneme (consonant) for syllabification. This assumption 

invalidates the tone shifting hypothesis that changes ni to n as claimed by 

many literatures in Yoruba studies. If such a rule is phonetically allowed, 

many other basic toneless phonemes could be converted into syllabic 

consonants aside from m/n. 

 

3.0 Analysis 

{Oń-} Prefixation in Ifẹ dialect as reflected in examples 2ci-v and 3i-v portray 

some distinctive linguistic characterizations of Ifẹ dialect and clarify some 

arguments on the issue of consonant syllabicity in the standard variety of 

Yoruba Language. The output in Ifẹ as in: ońlé, ońle ̣̀, etc. trigger some 
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questions on the authenticity of the ‘CV’ sequence theorization as the basic 

formation of consonant syllabicity in the Yoruba Language.  It triggers some 

mental and psychological linguistic explanations which need clarification 

such as: 

 

(a) Is the basic form of ‘ońlé’ is {oní-} + ilé 

(2) Is the deletion of ‘i’ metamorphoses into consonant syllabicity   

(3) Can syllabicity feature shift unto a consonant and syllabifying the 

consonant automatically 

 

These three questions will be depthly look into in this paper in the hope of 

finding solution to the basic form of consonant syllabicity in Yoruba 

Language. 

 

Base on the theoretical definitions in autosegment theory, Feature stability 

would be used to explain most of our analysis in this study. Now we want 

to expand upon the three aforestated research questions in sequential order. 

 

3.1.1 Is the Basic form of ‘Ońlé’ is {Oní-} + ilé.  It is not an overstatement 

that a lot of modifications and transformational processes came into being 

in diachronic development of Yoruba phonology. Although, the occurrence 

of Ońlé (landlord), Onlé  (owner of land) etc. may add value to the claims 

of the protagonist of the shifting hypothesis, it also weakens the proposition 

due to the fact that tone shifting cannot occur indiscriminately. Tone 

shifting cannot sporadically be transferred on neighboring phonetic 

segment that does not possess tone feature specifications. Consonants are 

basically toneless segment. Meanwhile, consonants ‘m//n’ possess 

intermediate sonority feature characterization in phonological description 

as itemized in Napoli (1996). 

 

Sonority feature is endorsed as one of the tone features specification in the 

literature.  Tonal phonemes possess higher sonority quality than the 
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obstruent phonemes (see Napoli 1996: 130).  Therefore, sonority feature 

enables vowel and highest sonority consonants such as [y] [w] and [h] to be 

easily converted to vowels in phonetic transformational processes. 

Therefore, if m/n could be converted to vowel by vowel shifting 

phenomenon, [y], [w] and [h] should also be converted to vowel whenever 

their adjacent vowel is deleted and the hanging tone of the deleted vowel 

shifts on them.  

 

Base on the latest explanation, we think we should reconsider such 

established vowel shifting characterization. Some dialects in Yorùbá still 

use un or in in many phonological collocations where the Standard Yorùbá 

uses the syllabic consonants (m/n). Among those dialects are Ijẹ̀bú, Kétu, 

and Òńkò. Examples are: 

 

 Unrùnkàn (something) Ìjèbú. 

 Inìnkẹn (something) Ònkò 

 Orúnjẹ̀ (food) Ìjèbú 

 Ìn ìn lọ (I am not going) Ònkò 

Ùn ùn lọ (I am not going) Kétu 

Mò / Ùn ún wa (I will be back) Ìjèbú 

Olú ún sù (Olú is sleeping) Kétu 

In ìn níí gbà (I will not accept) Òṇ̀kò 

 

Sequel to these observations, Adékúnlé (2018) stresses that the ‘CV’ 

theorization of basic formation of syllabic consonant may seems plausible 

but the vowel is either un or in. 

 

Considering the phonetic features of un and in as in. 

 un   in 

(i) Sonority   Sonority 

(ii)  High   High 

(iii) Back   Front 
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(iv) Nasal   Nasal 

(v) Syllabic  Syllabic 

 

Adékúnlé (2018) argues that when sonority and high phonetic 

features are deleted due to phonological configurations.  The syllabicity 

feature, which is basically vowel, still remains as the basic tone of un or in.  

However, some dialects of Yoruba try to familiarize the process with the 

syllabic phonotactic rule in Yoruba language by adding vowel i.  Among 

such dialects are the central Yorùbá grouping (see, Adétúgbọ̀ 1982, 

Oyèláràn 1978, Awóbùlúyì 1998, Olumuyiwa 1994 and Adéníyì 2005) such 

as Ifẹ̣̀ Ijẹ̣̀ṣà, Mọ̀bà and Èkìtì. Kétu (Anglo-phone) maintains the oldest basic 

form as in un, while the Ìjẹ̣̀bú uses un or m; the Òṇ̀kò allows the usage of 

in. These aforestated phonological explanations is basically resurface in Ifẹ̣̀ 

dialect affixal concatenative morphology.  The summary of our analysis is 

hereby demonstrates as: 

 

 Ohun  un  m/n  mi/ní 

Now, we shall proceed attending to the next research problem. 

ii. Is the deletion of ‘i’ metamorphoses into consonant syllabicity? 

The answer to this sub-heading statement is emphatically no. Premise on 

our above analysis for the configurative processes occurring in the 

transformation, the syllabicity process occurs before it is being 

grammaticalised into oní- formation as it occurs in Ifẹ dialect and some 

other dialects of Yoruba.  Studies have shown in the literature that any 

vowel occurring after the nasal consonant within word boundary 

homorganises the nasal feature.  Thus, when the intervocalic consonant in 

oní- is deleted, the nasal homorganic vowel i remains.  The changes 

eventually led to grammaticalization of syllabic consonant in diachronic 

overview.  This occur when the remaining distinctive phonetic features, 

such as: nasal, syllabic, back / front are graphically represented as in: 

i. nasal + back + syllabic          ḿ 

ii. nasal + front + syllabic           ń 
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It is therefore a reversing order for oń- to become ní or mí.  The answer to 

this second question gives us a clue to the answer to the third research 

question. 

 

iii. Can syllabicity feature shift unto a consonant and syllabifying the 

consonant automatically? 

Based on our analysis in our guess to answer the first research question in 

this study, it has been defamatively confirmed that shifting of tone, which 

is syllabic feature on consonant cannot automatically changes a consonant 

into a vowel.  Syllabicity is one of the basic phonetic distinctive features of 

vowels.  Adéwọlé (1991: 32 – 46) traces the underlying morpheme of the 

progressive tense marker in Yorùbá to mí occurring in Ifẹ̀ dialect as 

reflected in;  Ifẹ̀ dialect: Mó mi bo ̣́; Standard Yorùbá: Mó ń bo ̣́. 

 

Adéwọlé (1991) argues that when m is deleted, the remaining vowel i 

changes to n which stands for the progressive tense marker in Standard 

Yorùbá.  What Adéwọlé (ibid) tries to explain resembles our proposition, 

as regards such example as will be shown in the following examples. 

mọ mi bọ̣́  mọ ìn bọ̣́  mọ ń bọ̣́ 

mo mi gbọ̣́  mo ìn gbọ̣́  mo ń gbọ̣́ 

mọ mi ṣe iṣẹ̣́  mo ìn ṣe iṣẹ̣́  mo ń ṣe iṣẹ̣́ 

 

The foregoing examples show that it is in that grammaticalised into n not i.  

Adékúnlé (2018) has traced the underlying form of constant syllabicity in 

the Yorùbá language to either un (as appears in Kétu dialect) or in (as uses 

in Òṇ̀kò dialect). 

 

Guided by the aforestated explanations therefore, it is evident that {oń-} 

prefixation in Ifẹ̀ predated {oní-} in Standard Yoruba.  We hope {oní-} 

prefixation occur as a development in the diachronic overview in the 

language.  That is {oń-} and {oní-} are basic prefixes in word formation 
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process in the language. They are basically mono-morphemic and 

morphologically indivisible.  The divisibility argument by some scholars is 

a later development when the lexical verb ni is being interchanged with the 

derived ńí as part of {oní-}. 

 

Summary and Conclusion 

This paper discusses the linguistic importance of the use of {oń-}as a prefix 

in Ifẹ̣̀ dialect concatenative morphology.  It traces the usage of {oní-} as a 

prefix in Standard Yorùbá word formative process as a derived phonetic 

representation of the underlying form {oń-} as in: {on-} changes to {oní-}.  

Also, the paper hints that {oń-} is a grammaticalized prefix from ohún, 

which is a lexicon in the Yorùbá language. 

 

Meanwhile, Adékúnlé (2019; 2020) traced the underlying form of consonant 

syllabicity to un or in.  The {oní-}, we are referring to, differs from {o-} + ni 

+ Noun which another school of thought believes are morphologically 

divisible.  Efforts to standardize {oń-} led to the insertion of i in {oni-} to 

avoid contravention with the basic phonotactic rule in Yorùbá language.  It 

should be noted that vowel prefixation is basically endorsed in Yorùbá 

concatenative morphology as the following examples attest to: 

 

Prefix  Verb Phrase   Output 

{à-}  dé ilé   àdélé 

{a-}  jẹ òro   ajòro 

{ì-}  sí ilé   ìsílé 

{ẹ̣̀-}  bá ilẹ̣̀   ẹ̣̀sálè 

{ò-}  dé ilé   òdélé 

{a-}  jẹ ilẹ̣̀   ajẹlè 

{ò-}  se iṣé   òṣìṣẹ̣́ 

{o-}  ní owó   olówó 

{a-}  ní ilé   anílé 

{a-}  ní owó   alówó 
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Moreso, evidences abound that {òṇ̀-} is still acceptable as a mono-

morphemic prefix in the language as in: oṇ̀kọ̣́lé, oṇ̀kòẉèé, oṇ̀gbọ̣́fá. oṇ̀/òṇ̀ 

are reduction of ohùn which was grammaticalized to oṇ̀/òṇ̀.  More details 

for our submission on this topic will be well expanciated in another study. 
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